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Happy New Year - Manned Spaceflight
• This year the USA will begin launching astronauts to the ISS
from American soil for the first time since 2011
–
–
–

that's when it retired the Space Shuttle
Both Boeing's CST-100 Starliner and Space X's Crew Dragon have
passed sufficient tests for missions to start within a few months
NASA still has a few launches booked with Russia for Soyuz seats

• Sub-orbital missions will also start this year for Virgin
Galactic and its Space Ship 2 spaceplane and also for Jeff
Bezos's Blue Origins with their New Shephard.
• China is also expected to test its new generation manned
capsule and also to commence building a new space station
• Space X is expected to test launch it new Starship this year

Happy New Year - Exploration
• This year there will be four missions to Mars
–
–
–
–

NASA - Mars 2020 rover plus Mars Helicopter Scout
ESA (with Roscosmos) will launch Rosalind Franklin rover
China NSA will launch Huoxing-1 rover on Long March 5 rocket
UAE will launch Hope Mars orbiter on a Japanese rocket

• Asteroid missions: NASA's OSIRIS-REx craft will sample
asteroid Bennu and JAXA's Hyabusa-2 will return samples
from asteroid Ruygu in December
• China will launch Chang'e 5 to the Moon which will be the
first sample return mission since 1976 (Luna-24)
• Solar: ESA's Solar Orbiter will soon launch & India will send
Aditya (India's 1st solar mission) to Earth-Sun L1 position
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Crew Dragon Launch Abort Test
• Space X declares this month's test of
the launch abort system for Crew
Dragon was a flawless success
• The Super Draco rockets built into
Crew Dragon fired about 80 seconds
into the launch, dragging the capsule
away from the Falcon 9, accelerating
to over Mach 2 & a height of 25 miles
• the Falcon 9, without Dragon, was
now unaerodynamic, tumbled, broke
apart and exploded - as expected
• The Crew Dragon landed safely
under parachutes and was recovered
• Bonus was the recovery of the
capsule's discarded trunk, complete

Space X News
• Japanese billionaire Yusaku Maezawa who is paying to go
round the Moon on Space X's Starship in 2023 has recently
advertised for a "special woman" to be his life-partner and
to accompany him and the several artists he wishes to take
with him for inspiration on the circum-lunar trip
• Sorry ladies - the closing date is now passed!
• Result to be announced at end of March

• Space X launches another 60 Starlink broadband satellites
on 29th Jan, its 4th such launch
• Falcon 9 1st stage landed succesfully on its recovery barge
• Ms Tree vessel caught one of the two fairings, Ms Chief missed.
• Target launch cadence for 2020 is two per month!

Trump Boldly Goes!

• Donald Trump announced the new US Space Force logo
via Twitter
• It would seem to have been influenced by Star Trek!
• George Takei (Mr Sulu in the original series) responded
"Ahem! We are expecting some royalties from this . . . ."

Strange choice for US Space Force Uniform

• The new US Space Force
announced its new uniform
• Social media pundits pointed out that woodland
camouflage is not much use in space!
• The official response was that it saves money to use an
existing design and that its members would blend in with
their joint counterparts on the ground.

Betelgeuse dims to lowest level for 70 years

• Betalgeuse is the bright red star in Orion's left shoulder
• Usually it's the 6th brightest star in our night sky, but over the last couple
of months it's slipped to 18th!
• It's a known variable star and has been this dim before, the last time
during the 40's, but it's not dimmed as quickly
• This is a very large star, a red supergiant, and these live short lives of
just a few millions of years. It's already 11 million years old so is
expected to go Supernova, probably within the next 100,000 years
• not as some press speculation would have it - anytime now!

How can something older than the Solar System be
discovered on Earth?
• 50 years ago a meteorite fell in Australia,
and was named The Murchison Meteorite
• Uni of Chicago scientists studying it have
found that it contains a mix of materials,
some from the formation of the Solar
System 4.6 to 4.9 billion years ago
• Some of its interior grains are even older,
7 billion years!
– tiny, a 100 grains would fit in a full stop!
– dated by how much they've been bombarded by cosmic rays
• Analysis show that these grains of "star dust" reveal there was an
explosion of star formation 7 billion years ago
‒ previously it had been thought that star formation was at a
constant rate within our galaxy
• On 29th Jan it was reported that grains of a similar age had also
been just identified in the Allende Meteorite, Mexico

Another Australian bit of news
• The Yarrabubba crater in

Wetern Australia is 70km
across, but is so old that
its features have been
largely eroded away.
• Materials collected and
analysed have shown that
it is 2.229 billion years old, the world's oldest by 200 MY
• At this time the Earth was a snowball, almost entirely
glaciated, yet the rock record shows no glaciation
afterwards for another 400 MY
• It's thought that the asteroid impact onto an ice covered
continent would have generated 500B tons of water
vapour (a greenhouse gas) into the atmosphere, warming
the planet - perhaps enough to end this ice age.

A trillion stars!
• Nicknamed the "Godzilla Galaxy"
UGC 2885 has been found to
have a trillion stars
‒ 10x the Milky Way stars
‒ 2½x Milky Way's diameter
‒ 232 LY away, in Perseus

• Long recognised as the biggest
local spiral galaxy UGC 2885's
rotation was studied by the late Vera Ruben, and was one
of the main inputs into the theory of dark matter
• Hubble has recently been used to study the galaxy to try to
determine how it got to that size
• Scientists from Uni of Louisville are counting the number of
globular clusters in its halo to determine whether they were
captured from smaller galaxies that have been absorbed
over billions of years.
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What’s Up - Planets
Mercury
Observable about 30 mins after sunset from start of month
but very low in the WSW, so a good horizon needed. At it's
highest on 13th Feb, lost to us by 20th.

Venus
A brilliant evening object shining at mag -4.0 in the South
West. Getting higher as the month draws on and sets four
or more hours after sunset all month.

Mars
A very low morning object at mag +1.3 in SE, the red
planet improves a little as the month draws on, rising
earlier and getting higher.

What’s Up - Planets
Jupiter
The giant planet remains a difficult morning object for a
while, but can be found low in SE, better towards the end
of the month. Reasonably bright at mag -1.9

Saturn
Much the same as Jupiter as it rises a little later, low in SE
and at mag +1. At month end it forms a line with Mars and
Jupiter, best seen around 6 a.m.

Uranus
Still a fairly well placed evening object at mag +5.8 in SSW,
but deteriorates as month draws on.

Neptune
An evening object in Aquarius in the SSW, but telescopic
at mag +7.9 - gone by month end.

Astro Phenomena in February
•1st & 2nd Comet C/2017 T2 Panstarrs (10th mag) passes
close to Double Cluster in Perseus
•3rd The Moon will be close to Hyades open cluster in Taurus
•9th Moon lies within a few degrees of Regulus in Leo
•18th The Moon just 4.7o from Mars
•19th Jupiter gets a visit from the Moon, 6.5o at 07.00
•27th& 28th The crescent Moon will be close to Venus both
nights, 6.5o south and 12o southeast respectively
•

https://www.wcsc.org.uk/planetarium/

Meetings at Local Societies
• Guildford AS

Lecture Theatre L, Uni of Surrey

– Thursday 6th February, 7.30 p.m.
» Mercury and its Geology
• Professor David Rothery
–

The Open University

•

Faculty of Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics,

Meetings at Local Societies
• Farnham AS Aldershot Cricket Club
–Tuesday 14th February, 7.45 p.m.
• “Astrospectroscopy… where pretty pictures end
and science starts”
»
Steve Baker, Farnham AS

Meetings at Local Societies
• Croydon AS

Royal Russell School, Coombe Lane, Croydon

–Friday 7th February, 19.45 hrs
• The New Science of Astrobiology and the
Search for Life in the Universe.
–Professor Ian Crawford
» Birkbeck College, Uni of London

–Friday 21st February, 19.45 hrs
• Thermonuclear Fusion on planet Earth
‒ Dr Mark R Smith FRAS

Meetings at Local Societies
• Ewell AS Nonsuch High School for Girls, Cheam
–Friday 14th February, 19.45 hrs
• tba
–Rachael Livermore
» Ewell AS

Meetings at Local Societies
• Walton Astronomy Group
–Friday 14th or Saturday 15th February, 8pm till late
• Dark Sky Trip (Stargazing session)
–Venue & night to be decided nearer to date
» check website for details
http://www.waltonastrogroup.co.uk

University of Surrey
• Department of Physics

• Astronomy Evening

–Wednesday 19th February
19.00 hrs
–Lecture Theatre E
• Talk
–title & speaker tbc
• followed by Stargazing (if clear)
– or

• Night Sky Talk
– Free event, but booking required, via web site
• https://www.surrey.ac.uk/department-physics/outreach/astronomy-evenings

How Many Stars Can You Count In Orion?
• Help CPRE conduct a light pollution survey
–Light Pollution is a problem not just for astronomers but
for everyone and especially wildlife
• CPRE's concerns reflect the wide issues about loss of natural
beauty, loss of heritage, damage to human health and wellbeing, damage to wildlife and biodiversity, impact on climate
change, waste of needed resources.

– They are mounting a national citizen science project to
help produce a map of light pollution
• project can be undertaken between 21st and 28th February
• on a clear night just count the stars inside Orion with naked eye
• sign up at https://takeaction.cpre.org.uk/page/48309/data/1

– Please get involved!

Astronomy on TV
The Sky at Night - takes a break until April
In the meantime you can visit the official BBC4 website for
past episodes and classic clips from the show, including an
archive episode in which the late Sir Patrick Moore meets
Clyde Tombaugh, the astronomer who discovered Pluto and
a 1970 interview in which Neil Armstrong reveals what it felt
like to walk on the lunar surface. The site also includes
astrophoto galleries, quizzes and practical guides that will
help you navigate the night sky.
Visit

bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006mk7h

Advance Notice

https://try.skyatnightmagazine.com/backgardenastronomy/

